
Chapter 1

Pencils of cubic curves

1.1 Introduction

In [14] N�eron constructs an elliptic surface over P1Q whose Mordell-Weil group

of Q -rational sections has rank at least 10, and in [15] he gives a sketch of a

construction of an elliptic surface over an elliptic curve with Mordell-Weil rank

over Q at least 11. The 11 sections specialize to 11 independent points on almost

every �bre, and the construction can be done in such a way that the elliptic

base curve has in�nitely many Q-rational points. This can be used to construct

in�nitely many elliptic curves over Q with rank at least 11. Details of this

construction can be found in [5], [20] and [25]. In this chapter a variation on

N�eron's method is discussed. It can be used to construct elliptic surfaces over

P1Q whose group of �Q -rational sections has rank 12 or 13, and elliptic surfaces

over an elliptic base curve whose group of �Q -rational sections has rank 16, 17

or 18. Explicit equations are obtained for a lot of sections, and we believe that

these sections generate the Mordell-Weil group. We succeed in having a rank 10

subgroup de�ned over Q .

1.2 N�eron's construction

First we briey recall N�eron's construction. Let F and G 2 Q [X; Y;Z] be two

homogeneous polynomials of degree 3, de�ning two irreducible curves in P2Q that

intersect in nine di�erent Q-rational points Pi, 0 � i � 8 of which no three lie on

a line. Throughout this chapter C will be a P1 on which we will use projective

coordinates (t : u). If we refer to a point t = a on C we will mean the point

(a : 1), or the point (1 : 0) if a =1.

9
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The equation tG+ uF = 0 de�nes a rational elliptic surface E in C � P2. It

can easily be shown that E is non-singular, and has no reducible �bres.

One can view E as P2 blown up in the points Pi. The exceptional curves above

the Pi are sections of E!C, and after choosing one of them as zero-section, it can

be shown that the other 8 sections are independent in the Mordell-Weil group,

and generate a subgroup of index 3 (cf. [8], theorem 6 and [19], theorem 10.11).

Hence E has Mordell-Weil rank 8 over Q .

For convenience, in this chapter we will often not make a distinction in no-

tation between a polynomial and the variety de�ned by its zero set.

Let Li, 1 � i � 3 be three lines in P2, de�ned over Q , such that Li intersects

F in Pi and in one other point Qi, and such that Li is a tangent of F at Qi. Let

L0
i
be the strict transform of Li in E . De�ne �i : L0i ! C as the composition of the

embedding L0
i
,! E and the projection E ! C. For every i the line Li intersects

the cubics from the pencil in Pi and in 2 other points, hence L0
i
intersects �bres

of E!C in 2 points. So �i has degree 2. It rami�es where the 2 other points of

intersection of Li with the cubics coincide. That happens at t =1, and by the

Hurwitz formula ([6], IV, 2.4) at one other point.

From the commutative diagram

L0
i
�C E�! E
# % #
L0
i

�i�! C

and the universal property of the �bre product one sees that the base-changed

elliptic surface L0
i
�C E ! L0

i
has an extra section induced by the map L0

i
,! E

and the identity on L0
i
. In fact, L0

i
gives rise to two extra sections, the second

being the L0
i
!C-conjugate of the �rst. But since the sum of the two sections is

the pull-back of a section of E!C we can use at most one of these extra sections

to increase the Mordell-Weil rank. For this reason we usually will refer to L0
i
as

giving rise to one extra section.

Repeating this procedure yields the elliptic surface L01 �C E ! L01 with one

extra section, the surface L01 �C L
0
2 �C E ! L01 �C L

0
2 with two extra sections,

and the surface

L01 �C L
0

2 �C L
0

3 �C E ! L01 �C L
0

2 �C L
0

3

with three extra sections. It can be shown that these extra sections are inde-

pendent from previous sections, and that the Mordell-Weil ranks of the elliptic

surfaces are bounded below by respectively 9, 10 and 11.
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N�eron has shown that independent sections of the Mordell-Weil lattice spe-

cialize to independent points on almost all �bres. Hence if the base curves have

in�nitely many rational points then one obtains in�nite families of elliptic curves

of rank at least 9, 10 and 11 over Q .

The genus of the base curves can be computed using the Hurwitz formula.

The curve L01 �C L02 has genus 0. Points on it correspond to pairs of points

(R;S) 2 L1 � L2 with R and S on the same cubic of the pencil. Let R be the

intersection of L1 and L2. Then (R;R) corresponds to a Q-rational point on

L01 �C L02. One can show that this point is non-singular, hence L01 �C L02 has

in�nitely many Q-rational points.

The curve L01 �C L02 �C L03 has genus 1. We want this curve to have in-

�nitely many rational points. N�eron's way of achieving this is by doing the

construction in such a way that all three lines Li have a common intersection

point, say R0. There is a unique cubic from the pencil which passes through

R0, and a line Li intersects this cubic in Pi, R0 and a third point, which

we will call Ri. Points on the �bre product correspond to triples (R;S; T ) 2
L1 � L2 � L3 with R, S and T on the same cubic from the pencil. The 8 triples

(R0; R0; R0); (R0; R0; R3); : : : ; (R1; R2; R3) satisfy this, and correspond to eight

Q-rational points on L01 �C L
0
2 �C L

0
3. It turns out that for a suÆciently general

choice of Pi and Li these eight points generate an in�nite group of Q-rational

points.

Of course one could have started with more than three lines Li, and construct

elliptic surfaces of higher rank. Then the genus of the base curve will get greater

than 1, and hence this base curve will have only �nitely many Q-rational points.

Therefore this can not be used to construct an in�nite family of elliptic curves

over Q of rank greater than 11.

The generic �bres of the base-changed surfaces can be described as follows.

Let E=Q(t) be the generic �bre of E . An aÆne equation for E is

tG(x; y; 1) + F (x; y; 1) = 0:

The generic �bre of the base-changes are de�ned with the same equation, but

considered over the function �elds of the base curves. The maps �i : L
0

i
!C

ramify at t =1, so these function �elds are of the form

Q
�p

b1(t� a1)
�
; Q

�p
b1(t� a1);

p
b2(t� a2)

�
and Q

�p
b1(t� a1);

p
b2(t� a2);

p
b3(t� a3)

�
:
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1.3 A di�erent construction over �Q

In this section we will construct elliptic surfaces whose Mordell-Weil rank in-

creases with 4 after quadratic base-change, instead of the increase with 1 as was

the case with N�eron's construction. Unfortunately these extra sections are a pri-

ori only de�ned over �Q , and it is more diÆcult to have the sections being de�ned

over Q in this case.

The main result that provides us with these extra sections is that for a ra-

tional elliptic surface the Mordell-Weil rank plus the number of non-identity

components in singular �bres is equal to 8 (cf. [19]).

We let � : E!C be a rational elliptic surface over �Q with a singular �bre of

type I�0 at t = 1 (see �gure 1.1), and all other �bres irreducible. Denote the

generic �bre by E=�Q (t). It follows that rankE( �Q (t)) = 4.

2

Figure 1.1: An I�0 -�bre.

Lemma 1.3.1 Let � : P1s!C be a map of degree 2 which rami�es at t = 1
and at one other point t = a such that E has a smooth �bre above a. Then the

base-change E�C P
1
s is a rational elliptic surface whose Kodaira-N�eron model has

irreducible singular �bres and Mordell-Weil rank 8 over �Q .

Proof. Denote the topological Euler characteristic of a variety V by e(V ), and

its geometric genus by pg(V ). By [7], section 12, we have

12 = 12(pg(E) + 1) =
X
t2C

e(��1(t)) = 6 +
X
t2�Q

e(��1(t))

(note that the terms in the summations are nonzero only at singular �bres).

Let �(t) and j(t) be the discriminant and j-invariant of a minimalWeierstrass

equation de�ning E above a neighbourhood of t =1 in C. The I�0 -�bre at t =1
implies that ordt=1�(t) = 6 and ordt=1j(t) � 0 (see [24]). Since � rami�es at

t =1 we have ords=��1(1)�(s) = 12 and ords=��1(1)j(s) � 0 so the Kodaira-

N�eron model of the base-change has a smooth �bre above ��1(1).
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All singular �bres of E above �nite t occur twice in the base-change, so

12(pg(E �C P1s) + 1) = 2
X
t2�Q

��1(t) = 12

and hence the base-change is rational. The �bres of E above �nite t are ir-

reducible, hence so are the �bres of the base-change, and it follows that its

Mordell-Weil rank is 8. 2

Now we take maps �i : P
1
si
!C of degree 2, rami�ed at t = 1 and t = ai,

with ai chosen such that ��1(ai) is smooth. By the previous lemma, for each i

the base-change of E along �i has rank 8. As with N�eron's construction, we can

also make a repeated base-change

P1s1 �C P1s2 �C � � � �C P1sn �C E
# (1.1)

P1s1 �C P1s2 �C � � � �C P1sn

The generic �bre of this elliptic surface is an elliptic curve de�ned over the �eld

�Q
�p
t� a1;

p
t� a2; : : : ;

p
t� an

�
: (1.2)

Next we study the Mordell-Weil rank of E over this �eld.

Lemma 1.3.2 Let E be an elliptic curve de�ned over a �eld K of characteristic

not 2. Suppose E(K)
 Q has dimension r0 and is generated by Pj, 1 � j � r0.

For 1 � i � m let Ki � K be m di�erent quadratic extensions of K and denote

their compositum by L. Suppose that for each i one has ri points Rk;i 2 E(Ki)
Q
such that for each �xed i all Pj and Rk;i are linearly independent. Suppose

furthermore that none of the Rk;i are de�ned over K. Then all Pj and all Rk;i

are linearly independent and hence generate an r0 + r1 + � � � + rm-dimensional

subspace of E(L) 
 Q .

Proof. The non-trivial automorphism of Ki=K acts linearly on

hPj ; Rk;ij1 � j � r0; 1 � k � rii;

and by assumption its 1-eigenspace has dimension r0, so its �1-eigenspace has

dimension ri. Denote this �1-eigenspace by Wi.

Note that Wi consists of eigenvectors for every element � of Gal(L=K), since

� �xes Wi if � 2 Gal(L=Ki), and it acts as �1 otherwise. So E(K) 
 Q and

all Wi are simultaneous eigenspaces for every element of Gal(L=K), each with a

di�erent [L : K]-tuple of eigenvalues, and hence their sum is a direct sum. The

lemma follows. 2
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Corollary 1.3.3 Let E be the generic �bre of (1:1), which is de�ned over the

�eld (1:2). Denote this �eld by L. Then L is the function �eld of a genus

1 + (n� 3)2n�2 curve, and E(L) has rank at least 4(n+ 1).

Proof. The extension L=�Q (t) has degree 2n and rami�es above 1 and all the ai.

Above each of these points there are 2n�1 points, all with rami�cation index 2.

So from the Hurwitz formula one has

2 genus(L)� 2 = �2 � 2n + (n+ 1) 2n�1;

and hence genus(L) = 1 + (n� 3)2n�2.

Let K = �Q (t), Ki = �Q
�p
t� ai

�
and r0 = r1 = � � � = rn = 4. According to

lemma 1.3.1 there exist points on E such that the hypotheses of lemma 1.3.2 are

satis�ed. Applying this lemma yields the required lower bound on the Mordell-

Weil rank. 2

Remark. In the next section we will discuss how the ai can be chosen in order

to obtain a slightly higher rank.

1.4 A cubic pencil with an I
�

0

In section 1.2 it was explained how certain lines in a pencil of cubic curves

can become Q-rational sections after base-change. In section 1.3 we made base-

changes of elliptic surfaces with an I�0 -�bre which increased the rank of
�Q -rational

sections by 4. In this section we combine these two techniques. In a pencil of

cubic curves with an I�0 we indicate the lines that become sections after base-

change and that have a good chance of generating the `extra' rank 4 part. From

the explicit description of those lines we get explicit equations for the sections.

Let F 2 Q [X; Y;Z] be a cubic polynomial de�ning an irreducible curve. Let

G1 and G2 2 Q [X;Y;Z] be two linear polynomials, and G = G1G
2
2. Let P0,

P1 and P2 be the three intersection points of F and G1, and let P3, P4 and P5
be the intersection points of F and G2. Suppose all Pj are di�erent. Moreover,

suppose that every line containing one of P0, P1, P2 and one of P3, P4, P5 is not

a tangent line of F . The equation tG + uF = 0 de�nes an elliptic surface E in

C � P2.

Theorem 1.4.1 The only singular points on E are (t : u;X : Y : Z) = (1 : 0; Pj)

for j = 3, 4 and 5. Blowing up each of these points once yields the Kodaira-N�eron

model of E, having an I�0 -�bre above (t : u) = (1 : 0) and this is the only reducible

�bre.
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Proof. Any solution (t : u;X : Y : Z) to the system

d

d t
(tG+ uF ) = G = 0

d

d u
(tG+ uF ) = F = 0

has (X : Y : Z) equal to one of the Pj (or (0 : 0 : 0), which is not a point).

For j = 0, 1 or 2 we make a coordinate transformation in X, Y and Z such

that

tx(y � 1)2 + u(ax+ by + h:o:t:) = 0

is a chart of tG+ uF = 0 with Pj having coordinates (x; y) = (0; 0). Here h.o.t.

are terms of degree � 2 in x and y. Note that b 6= 0 since G1 is not tangent to F .

Taking the partial derivative with respect to y and setting (x; y) = (0; 0) yields

bu = 0, hence u = 0. So the only candidate singular points with (X : Y : Z) = Pj
are (1 : 0; Pj). But these are regular points since the Pj lie on the regular piece

of G.

For j = 3, 4 or 5 we make a transformation that transforms the equation into

tx2(y � 1) + u(ax+ by + h:o:t:) = 0;

and Pj = (0; 0). Again, b 6= 0 since G2 is not tangent to F . Taking the partial

derivative with respect to y and setting (x; y) = (0; 0) yields bu = 0 hence u = 0.

So now the only candidate singular points are (1 : 0; Pj). Setting t = 1 we obtain

an aÆne equation

x2y � x2 + aux+ buy + u( h:o:t:) = 0

with singular point (x; y; u) = (0; 0; 0). Now we will show that after one blow-up

there are no singular points above (0; 0; 0). There are three charts that describe

the blow-up:

Chart 1. Set x = x1u and y = y1u. After division by u2 the equation becomes

ux21y1 � x21 + ax1 + by1 + u( other terms ):

Points above (x; y; u) = (0; 0; 0) are those with u = 0. For these points the partial

derivative with respect to y1 is not 0 since b is not 0. Hence there are no singular

points on this chart.

Chart 2. Set y = y2x and u = u2x. After division by x2 the equation becomes

xy2 � 1 + au2 + bu2y2 + u2x( other terms ):
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Points above (x; y; u) = (0; 0; 0) have x = 0. Setting the partial derivative with

respect to y2 equal to 0 implies that u2 = 0. But there is no point with x = u2 = 0

on the surface. So no singular points on this chart.

Chart 3. Set x = x3y and u = u3y. After division by y2 the equation becomes

x23y � x23 + au3x3 + bu3 + u3y( other terms ):

The partial derivative with respect to u3 for y = 0 yields ax3+b, which for a = 0

is not zero. For a 6= 0 it gives x = �b=a, y = 0. But there is no such point on

the surface, so here too there are no singular points.

The piece of the blowup above (0; 0; 0) de�ned by chart 3 is the parabola

�x23 + au3x3 + bu3 = 0 in the y = 0-plane. It intersects the multiplicity 2 line

x23 = 0, u3 = 0 transversally. The piece of the blowup above (0; 0; 0) de�ned

by chart 1 is the parabola �x21 + ax1 + by1. Charts 1 and 3 are glued with the

relations x3 = x1y
�1
1 , u3 = y�11 , y = y1u, and the 2 parabolas make up the

whole �bre of the blowup above (0; 0; 0), which hence is a smooth rational curve

intersecting x = 0 transversally. It follows that E blown up at the three singular

points has a �bre above (t : u) = (1 : 0) of type I�0 . Denote this blown up E byeE .
Next we study other �bres. A priori, reducible �bres in the pencil can be of

the following types: a line of multiplicity 3, a line of multiplicity 2 and a line

of multiplicity 1, three di�erent lines or a line and a conic. The multiplicity 3

line can not contain all six Pj 's, so that is not possible. The multiplicity 1 and

multiplicity 2 lines induce singular points on E , as we have seen, and hence only

occur at (t : u) = (1 : 0). All other possibilities must contain a line connecting

one of P0, P1, P2 with one of P3, P4, P5. Since every member of the pencil

has the same tangent direction at P3, P4 and P5 as F the existence of such a

line contradicts the assumption we made on the pencil. So all other �bres are

irreducible.

We have shown that eE is non-singular, so all we need for it to be a Kodaira-

N�eron model is that it has no exceptional curves in the �bres. This is the case

because in the I�0 -�bre there are no exceptional curves, and all other �bres are

irreducible. 2

The next lemma describes how to construct the Kodaira-N�eron model eE of E
explicitly as blow-up of the P2.

Lemma 1.4.2 The composition f : eE!P2 of the blow-up eE!E with the projec-

tion E!P2 is the blow-up of P2 at Pj, 0 � j � 5 and points in�nitely near P3,

P4 and P5 corresponding to the tangent direction of F at those points.

Proof. Any birational morphism of non-singular surfaces is a sequence of blow-

ups ([6], V, 5.3). In our case one easily checks that f is an isomorphism outside
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the Pj 2 P2, that f�1(Pj) is a section of eE!C for j = 0; 1; 2 and that for j � 3

it is a section together with the component of the I�0 -�bre it hits. Hence f must

be a blow-up at P0; : : : ; P5 and points in�nitely near P3, P4 and P5. To check

that the in�nitely near points correspond to the required tangent direction note

that all cubics in the pencil have the same tangent direction at P3, P4, P5, and

the strict transforms of these cubics don't intersect (because they have become

�bres of eE!C). 2

From now on we will denote the sections of E!C or eE!C which map to

Pj 2 P2 also by Pj .

Theorem 1.4.3 After choosing P0 as zero section, any four of the remaining

�ve Pj generate the Mordell-Weil lattice of eE.
Proof. We will compute the Gram matrix of the Pj with respect to the N�eron-

Tate height. Denote this height pairing by h�; �i. Denote the intersection pairing

on eE by (�; �). By [19] we have

hPj ; Pki = (Pj ; P0) + (Pk; P0)� (P0; P0)� (Pj ; Pk)� contr(Pj ; Pk)

with contr(Pj ; Pk) = 0 if at least one of Pj and Pk hits the identity component of

the I�0 -�bre, contr(Pj ; Pk) = 1 if Pj and Pk hit the same non-identity component,

and contr(Pj ; Pk) =
1
2
otherwise. We have (P0; P0) = �1 since P0 is exceptional,

all the Pj are disjoint, and for j � 3 the Pj hit di�erent non-identity components.

This results in the Gram matrix0
BBBB@

2 1 1 1 1

1 2 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
2

1
2

1 1 1
2

1 1
2

1 1 1
2

1
2

1

1
CCCCA :

From [16] it follows that eE has Mordell-Weil lattice D�
4, the dual lattice of the

root lattice D4. This lattice has determinant 1
4
. Any four of the �ve Pj , j � 1

generate a sublattice of this D�
4, and one easily veri�es that the Gram matrix of

four such sections also has determinant 1
4
, so they generate the whole lattice. 2

Let a 2 �Q be such that aG + F = 0 is non-singular. For j = 0, 1 and 2 let

Lj;k be lines containing Pj and tangent to aG + F = 0 at an other point, say

Qj;k. For each j there are four such lines, since the Qj;k di�er by 2-torsion points

on aG+ F = 0. We let k range from 0 to 3. See �gure 1.2 for an example (but

not all Lj;k are drawn there). Note that the Lj;k can not contain any of the Pj0 ,

j0 � 3, since that would yield 4 intersection points of the line and the cubic.
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G2

P3

P4

P5

G1

P1

P2

"

P0

L2;2

L2;1

L2;0

L2;3

M

L0;2

Figure 1.2: A pencil.
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The nice property of our pencil is that all lines Lj;k have a multiplicity 2

intersection with the curve G = 0, since they intersect the double line G2
2 = 0.

Let L0
j;k

denote the strict transforms of the Lj;k in the blow-up eE!P2. As in

section 1.2, the composition

L0j;k ,! eE!C

has degree 2 and rami�es above (t : u) = (1 : 0) and (a : 1). Taking the

base-change along this map yields the elliptic surface

L0j;k �C
eE ! L0j;k

with an extra section induced from the embedding L0
j;k

,! eE . This base-change
has generic �bre

tG(x; y; 1) + F (x; y; 1) = 0

de�ned over the �eld �Q
�p
t� a

�
.

Note that the rami�cation points of the base-change do not depend on j and

k. Consequently, the �eld of de�nition of the generic �bre of the base-change is

also independent of j and k. This means that all 12 lines Lj;k become sections

of the base-change simultaneously. We know already from lemma 1.3.1 that the

base-change has increased the Mordell-Weil rank from 4 to 8. The 12 extra

sections are candidate generators for this extra rank 4 part. In section 1.6 we

will see an example where they indeed are generators.

By repeating this procedure for di�erent values of a = a1; : : : ; an we can

construct examples of E as in corollary 1.3.3.

We can increase the rank even more if we choose the ai more carefully. For

some j � 3 let M be a line through Pj and tangent to a1G+F at another point

(see �gure 1.2). The strict transform M 0 of M in eE intersects the I�0 -�bre in

2 di�erent points, once in the component above Pj and once in the component

corresponding to G1. Hence the mapM 0!C has degree 2. As before, M induces

an extra section on the base-change

eE �C M
0!M 0:

The mapM 0!C rami�es at t for whichM is tangent to tG+F outside Pj . That

is at t = a1 and one other �nite value for t, say t = a2.

Lemma 1.4.4 The section coming from M is not torsion.

Proof. Torsion sections of an elliptic surface specialize injectively to torsion on

�bres of the N�eron model. The surface E�CM
0 has two I�0 -�bres, on which there

is only 2-torsion. So that is the only possible torsion in this case. The generic
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�bre E=�Q (t) of E has no torsion. So the cubic polynomial of the Weierstrass

equation is irreducible, and one needs a cubic extension of �Q (t) to get a 2-torsion

point. Hence there is no torsion de�ned over �Q (t;
p
(t� a1)(t� a2)), which is

the function �eld of M 0. 2

Theorem 1.4.5 There exists an elliptic curve E over a genus 1 + (n � 3)2n�2

function �eld L with rank E(L) at least 5n+ 3.

Proof. We start with a pencil tG + F = 0 as above. For simplicity we assume

that the corresponding elliptic surface E has no additive �bres other than the

I�0 at in�nity, although this condition can be avoided. Let a1 2 �Q . De�ne Mi

and ai+1 inductively by letting Mi be a line through P3, tangent to aiG+ F at

another point, and not equal to Mi�1. This line exists because aiG+ F has at

least one non-trivial 2-torsion point. The strict transform M 0

i
maps 2 : 1 to C

with rami�cation at t = ai and one other point. Let ai+1 be this other point.

The Mi induce extra points on the generic �bre E of E , de�ned over

�Q
�
t;
p
(t� ai)(t� ai+1)

�
:

If all ai are di�erent then there is an N such that aiG + F is non-singular

for all i > N , and we have seen before that the rank of E increases with 4 after

adjoining
p
t� ai. With lemma 1.3.2 it follows that E has rank at least 5n+ 3

over the �eld

�Q
�p

t� aN+1;
p
t� aN+2; : : : ;

p
t� aN+n

�
: (1.3)

If the ai andMi can not be chosen in such a way that all ai are di�erent then

there exist in�nitely many di�erent cycles a1; a2; : : : ; am (with varying length m)

such that the corresponding M 0
m!C rami�es at am and a1. Since E has only

�nitely many singular �bres there are in�nitely many cycles like this with all

aiG+ F non-singular. Assume for the moment that in�nitely many cycles have

m > 2. For each such cycle the curve E has rank at least 5m+ 4 over the �eld

�Q
�p
t� a1; : : : ;

p
t� am

�
:

By taking suÆciently many cycles and a piece of a cycle one obtains a �eld of

the form (1:3) over which E has the required rank.

In the proof of corollary 1.3.3 it was computed that the genus of (1:3) is

1 + (n� 3)2n�2.

Now all we have to show to �nish the proof is that there exists an example

without additive �bres and for which the ai can be constructed in such a way that
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either they are all di�erent or they occur as cycles of which there are in�nitely

many of length greater than 2. Such an example is given in section 1.6, method

3. There (a1; 0; a2) is a piece of a cycle of length > 2 (maybe in�nite), and hence

all cycles close enough to it also have that property. 2

At the end of this section we mention a relation between the sections of our

base-changed elliptic surface and the 27 lines on a cubic surface.

The base-change of E which rami�es at t = 0 and t = 1 is de�ned as a

hypersurface in P1v;w � P2 by the equation

v2F (X;Y;Z) + w2G1(X;Y;Z)G2(X;Y;Z)
2: (1.4)

The relation W = w

v
G2(X;Y;Z) de�nes a birational map from this surface to

the cubic surface in P3 given by

F (X;Y;Z) +W 2G1(X;Y;Z): (1.5)

Let Lj;k be the 12 lines that induce sections on (1:4). Each line induces two

sections (the P1v;w!C-conjugates included).

Theorem 1.4.6 The birational equivalence from (1:4) to (1:5) maps the 24 sec-

tions induced by the Lj;k and the three sections P0, P1 and P2 to lines.

Proof. Suppose Pj = (Xj : Yj : Zj). Let Y = f(X;Z) be an equation for Lj;k.

(If not all Lj;k have an equation of this form we �rst make a linear coordinate

transformation such that they do have this form.) This line passes through Pj and

is tangent to F so F (X; f(X;Z); Z) = c(ZjX � XjZ)g(X;Z)
2 for some linear

homogeneous g(X;Z). And since Pj lies on G1 we have G1(X; f(X;Z); Z) =

d(ZjX �XjZ). If one puts Y = f(X;Z) the polynomial (1:4) factors as

(ZjX �XjZ)
�p

cg(X;Z)v �
p
�dG2(X; g(X;Z); Z)w

�
�p

cg(X;Z)v +
p
�dG2(X; g(X;Z); Z)w

�
The �rst factor together with Y � f(X;Z) de�nes the section Pj . The second

and third factor together with Y � f(X;Z) de�ne the two sections induced by

Lj;k.

The map W = w

v
G2(X;Y;Z) maps Pj to the intersection of the two planes

(ZjX�XjZ) and Y �f(X;Z) in P3. It maps one of the two sections induced by

Lj;k to the intersection of
p
cg(X;Z) �

p
�dW and Y � f(X;Z) and the other

section to the intersection of
p
cg(X;Z) +

p
�dW and Y � f(X;Z).

So all the sections map to intersections of two planes, and so they are all lines

in P3. 2
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1.5 Sections de�ned over Q

In this section we discuss how to construct a pencil such that the extra sections

we get after base-change are de�ned over Q .

First we state a lemma which usually comes up if one wants to do a 2-descent

on elliptic curves, but we will use it to make certain sections Q-rational.

Lemma 1.5.1 Let E=Q be an elliptic curve given by

y2 = (x� �)(x2 + �x+ )

with �, �,  2 Q . Let P = (x0; y0) 2 2E(Q). Then x0 � � is a square.

Proof. Suppose P = 2(x1; y1), with (x1; y1) 2 E(Q). One easily computes that

the x-coordinate of P is �
x21 � �(2x1 + �)� 

2y1

�2

+ �:

2

From now on we will use aÆne coordinates, and F and G will be polynomials

in Q [x; y] instead of homogeneous polynomials in Q [X; Y;Z].

Let F = y2 � (x� �1)(x � �2)(x � �3) de�ne an elliptic curve with rank at

least 1, and all 2-torsion Q-rational. Let Q be a non-torsion point on F . Let P0
be the point at in�nity, P1 = �2Q and P2 = 2Q. Let x0 be the x-coordinate of

P1, and G1 = x� x0. So P0, P1 and P2 lie on the line de�ned by G1.

Let P3, P4 and P5 be 3 collinear Q-rational points on F such that P3 is equal

to 2 times another Q-rational point on F , and such that Pj 6= Pj0 and Pj 6= �2Pj0
for 0 � j; j0 � 5 and j 6= j0. This last condition implies that any line containing

two Pj 's is not a tangent line of F . Let G2 be an equation for the line through

P3, P4 and P5.

The polynomial H(x; y; t) = F (x; y) + tG1(x; y)G2(x; y)
2 de�nes an elliptic

surface E with generic �bre E=Q(t).

Let L0;0 be the tangent line of F at the ex P0, and let L0;k be tangent lines

at (�k; 0) for k = 1, 2 and 3. Let L1;0 be the line connecting Q and P1, and let

L1;k be lines connecting (�k; 0) +Q and P1. Let L2;0 be the line connecting �Q
and P2, and let L2;k be lines connecting (�k; 0) � Q and P2. By construction,

all Lj;k are lines through Pj and tangent to F at another point, except for L0;0,

which has a multiplicity 3 contact at P0.

As explained in previous sections, the points P1, P2, P3 and P4 generate

E(Q(t)) (with P0 as zero), and the lines Lj;k give rise to extra points, de�ned

over a quadratic extension Q(
p
bj;kt) of Q(t) rami�ed at t = 0 and t = 1. A
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priori, these �elds can be di�erent for di�erent j; k, but it turns out that one can

take bj;k = 1 for all j; k. This can be seen by explicitly writing down the extra

points.

For k � 1 the line L0;k is de�ned by x = �k. Substituting this in H gives

F (�k; y) + tG1(�k; y)G2(�k; y)
2 =

y2 � t(x0 � �k)G2(�k; y)
2 =

(y �
p
t
p
x0 � �kG2(�k; y))(y +

p
t
p
x0 � �kG2(�k; y)):

By lemma 1.5.1
p
x0 � �k is in Q . Both factors in the above equation are linear

in y, so one obtains two values for y which are in Q(
p
t), corresponding to two

extra Q(
p
t)=Q(t)-conjugate points coming from L0;k.

Let y = px+q be an equation for the line Lj;k, for some j � 1 and 0 � k � 3.

It is a tangent line containing Pj , so one has F (x; px + q) = �(x � x0)(x � r)2

for some r 2 Q . Substituting y = px+ q in H yields

F (x; px+ q) + t(x� x0)G2(x; px+ q)2 =

� (x� x0)
�
(x� r)�

p
tG2(x; px+ q)

� �
(x� r) +

p
tG2(x; px+ q)

�
:

This is a product of three factors linear in x. One obtains three values for x

in Q(
p
t), one of which corresponds to the points P1 and P2, and the other two

correspond to the two extra Q(
p
t)=Q(t)-conjugate points coming from Lj;k.

We will omit the computation that shows that the extra points coming from

L0;0 are also de�ned over Q(
p
t). After choosing charts at in�nity it is a straight-

forward computation. In the explicit example in section 1.6 it also follows be-

cause there it is shown that the extra points coming from the other lines already

generate the extra rank 4 part.

Now we will say how to choose a1 and a2 such that a base-change of E rami�ed

at those ai yields extra Q-rational sections. We discuss three di�erent methods

for this, resulting in Mordell-Weil groups of �Q -rational sections of rank 16, 17

and 18. In the �rst 2 cases the construction also gives a point on the elliptic base

curve, which in the examples turns out to have in�nite order. So in those cases

we have in�nitely many Q-rational �bres.

Method 1. Let L1 be a line de�ned over Q containing P1. The strict transform

L01 of L1 in eE maps 2 : 1 to C, and this map rami�es at t = 1 and one other

point, say t = a1.

Let L2 be a line connecting P2 with the intersection of x = �1 and L1. The

map from the strict transform L02 to C rami�es at t = 1 and one other point,

say t = a2.
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The lines Li both de�ne extra points on E de�ned over Q(
p
bi(t� ai)) for

certain bi. So in the extension

Q
�p

t;
p
b1(t� a1);

p
b2(t� a2)

�
=Q(

p
t)

the rank of E has increased with at least 2.

The three lines L0;1, L1 and L2 intersect in one point. This gives rise to eight

Q-rational points on the �bre of L00;1 �C L01 �C L02!C above the t for which

H(x; y; t) passes through L1 \L2, as explained in section 1.2. In the example in

the next section these points generate an in�nite group of Q -rational points.

Method 2. Let M be a line through P3 and tangent to F at another Q-rational

point. Such a line is de�ned over Q because we chose P3 to be 2 times another

point on F . The strict transform M 0 of M in eE maps 2 : 1 to C. This map

rami�es at t = 0 and one other point, say t = a1. The line M intersects G1

in a Q-rational point. Consequently, M 0 intersects the I�0 -�bre of
eE!C in two

Q-rational points, so the �bre of M 0!C at t = 1 consists of two Q -rational

points. From this it follows that the function �eld of M 0 is Q(t;
p
t(t� a1)).

Let L be the line connecting P1 with the intersection of x = �1 and M . The

map L0!C rami�es at t =1 and one other point, say t = a2. The function �eld

of L0 is of the form Q(
p
b2(t� a2)) for some b2 2 Q . So in the extension

Q
�p

t;
p
t� a1;

p
b2(t� a2)

�
=Q(

p
t)

L and M both give rise to extra points.

The lines x = �1, L and M intersect in one point, and again this gives rise

to eight Q-rational points on the base curve, which in the example turn out to

generate an in�nite group of Q-rational points.

Method 3. Let M1 and M2 be two lines through P3 and tangent to F at other

points. For i = 1; 2 the map from the strict transform M 0

i
to C rami�es at

t = 0 and one other point, say t = ai. The Mi intersect G1 in rational points,

and as explained in method 2 above, this implies that they have function �elds

Q(t;
p
t(t� ai)). Hence the Mi give rise to 2 extra points de�ned over

Q
�p

t;
p
t� a1;

p
t� a2

�
:

The rational points on the M 0

i
above t =1 give rise to 4 rational points on

the �bre product M 0
1 �C M

0
2 above t = 1. These 4 points are the rami�cation

points of

M 0

1 �C M
0

2 �C L
0

0;1!M 0

1 �C M
0

2:

Hence the inverse images of these points are de�ned over Q , and after choosing

one of them as zero the others are 2-torsion points on the genus 1 base curve.
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So with this method we do have Q-rational points which we can use as zero for

the elliptic base curve, but we do not have Q-rational points that are candidates

for generating an in�nite group of Q -rational points.

1.6 Examples

Take F = y2 � x3 + 342x. It de�nes an elliptic curve with 2-torsion points

(�j ; 0), �1 = 34, �2 = 0, �3 = �34 and two independent points Q = (�16; 120)
and R = (�2; 48). Let P0 be the point at in�nity, P1 = �2Q = (353

2

602
; 8245727

603
),

P2 = �P1, P3 = �2R = (145
2

122
; �2964815

123
), P4 = �R and

P5 = 3R =

�
�7739421698

213132
;
1175786676679824

213133

�
:

Let G1 = x� 3532

602
be the line through P0, P1 and P2, and

G2 = 2881871x + 255756y + 18040030

the line through P3, P4 and P5. The pencil is de�ned by the polynomial

H(x; y; t) = F (x; y) + tG1(x; y)G2(x; y)
2:

Denote the elliptic curve H de�nes over Q(t) by E.

We will briey summarize the results of the rest of this section in the following

proposition.

Proposition 1.6.1 E has rank 8 over Q(s) with s2 = t, and E(Q(s)) is gener-

ated by P1, P2, P3, P4 and the 4 points (1:6) listed below. For s1 and s2 de�ned

as in method 1, 2 and 3 below (three di�erent de�nitions) E has rank at least 10

over Q(s; s1 ; s2), and the 2 points listed in method 1, 2 and 3, together with the

8 generators of E(Q(s)) generate a rank 10 group. The �eld Q(s; s1 ; s2) is the

function �eld of an elliptic curve with in�nitely many Q-rational points in method

1 and 2, and an elliptic curve with conjecturally in�nitely many Q-rational points

in method 3. In method 1, 2 and 3 the group E( �Q (s; s1; s2)) has respectively rank

at least 16, 17 and 18.

The line L0;0 is the line at in�nity, and the other eleven Lj;k are de�ned by

the following polynomials:

L0;1 : x� 34; L0;2 : x; L0;3 : x+ 34

L1;0 : 97x+ 60y � 5648; L1;1 : 4775x � 1500y � 108018
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L1;2 : 3212x � 240y � 102017; L1;3 : 8073x + 540y � 300050

L2;0 : 97x� 60y � 5648; L2;1 : 4775x + 1500y � 108018

L2;2 : 3212x + 240y � 102017; L2;3 : 8073x � 540y � 300050.

In the previous sections we have seen how these lines give rise to points of E

de�ned over Q(s) with s2 = t. Here we will list 4 of these points:

L0;1 :

�
34;

454425939s

5� 1001711s

�
L0;2 :

�
0;

3184065295s

30� 45140934s

�
L1;0 :

�
80� 210575974s

12341994s � 5
;
9013345159s � 3600

74051964s � 30

�
L2;0 :

�
30175674s + 80

16476716s � 5
;
9013345159s � 3600

30 � 98860296s

�
:

(1.6)

It turns out that these 4 points together with P1, P2, P3 and P4 generate the

group E(Q(s)). This can be shown by �nding a Weierstrass equation for H. For

a Weierstrass model there are good algorithms for computing the height pairing

(cf. [4] and [22]). Using them one can compute the Gram matrix of our 8 points.

This is the following matrix:

2
666666666666666664

4 2 2 2 3 3 1 2

2 4 2 2 3 3 2 1

2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1

2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1

3 3 2 2 4 3 1 2

3 3 2 2 3 4 1 2

1 2 1 1 1 1 2 0

2 1 1 1 2 2 0 2

3
777777777777777775

:

It has determinant 1, hence the 8 points are independent. Since E=Q(s)

corresponds to a rational elliptic surface without reducible �bres, its Mordell-

Weil lattice is the root lattice E8 (cf. [19]). That lattice has determinant 1, so

it is generated by our 8 points.

Now we construct 2 additional points, using method 1, 2 and 3.

Method 1. Let L1 be the line de�ned by y � x � 769187
216000

. It contains P1, and it

intersects x = 34 in (34; 8113187
216000

). The line L2, which connects this point with

P2, is given by y + 1253023200
10152000

x� 42984108589
10152000

.
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We want to �nd a1 and b1 such that the function �eld of L1 is Q(s1) with

s21 = b1(t� a1). Then L1 induces extra points de�ned over Q(s1). For this it is

necessary that the polynomial

H(x; x+
769187

216000
;
s21
b1

+ a1)

factors as a product of three linear factors in x. There always is one linear factor,

corresponding to the x-coordinate of P1. To split the quadratic cofactor we want

its discriminant to be a square. This discriminant is a polynomial which is even

of degree 2 in s1. Setting the s
0
1-coeÆcient to zero yields

a1 =
121868215975

706727515510767650611972
:

For b1 = �530045636633075737958979 the s21-coeÆcient becomes a square. With

these values for a1 and b1 one of the extra points coming from L1 is�
205644575689333545 � 682228445062s1

112954572000s1 + 21891187496754000
;

3403202510331209151 � 3359897542246s1

1355454864000s1 + 262694249961048000

�
:

The same procedure applied to the polynomial

H(x;�
1253023200

10152000
x+

42984108589

10152000
;
s22
b2

+ a2)

yields

a2 =
361974988899340755492125

332783011539109092737755816854042164
;

b2 = �83195752884777273184438954213510541

and an extra point coming from L2 is�
1862764343474714s2 + 436629546391632119207498535

48535241191200s2 + 14592299153806010730546000
;

94716335645601709988802842717 � 292958464244372038s2

582422894294400s2 + 175107589845672128766552000

�
:

If we solve H(34; 8113187
216000

; t) = 0 we get the value of t for which the cubic

H(x; y; t) passes through (34; 8113187
216000

). The �bre of

L01 �C L
0

2 �C L
0

0;1!C
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above that t consists of eight Q -rational points. These points are

(s; s1; s2) =

�
�

863105

2261341946531
;�

538655799200302455

4522683893062
;

�
1266140953995154162363095

4522683893062

�
:

To show that these points generate an in�nite group of Q-rational points we

reduce them modulo 17. The s1-coordinate is divisible by 17 so points with the

same s and s2 coordinates are the same modulo 17. One easily shows that L0
i
!C

and L00;1!C reduce to degree 2 maps mod 17, and that none of the rami�cation

points collapse mod 17, hence the reduction of L01 �C L02 �C L
0
0;1 mod 17 still

has genus 1. Torsion on an elliptic curve reduces injectively mod primes > 2 of

good reduction ([21], VII, 3), so if one of two congruent points mod 17 is chosen

as zero, the other generates an in�nite group of rational points.

Method 2. LetM be the line y+ 143
12
x� 145

6
. It passes through P3 and is tangent to

F at R. It intersects L0;1 at (34;�381). Let L be the line y� 90541727
132540

x+ 1564458229
66270

.

It passes through P1 and (34;�381).
The function �eld of M 0 is of the form Q(t; s1) with s21 = t(t � a1). To

�nd a1 we look for which t the cubic H(x; y; t) is tangent to M outside P3.

The polynomial H(x;�143
12
x + 145

6
; t) has a linear factor corresponding to the

x-coordinate of P3, and we want the discriminant of the quadratic cofactor with

respect to x to be zero. This happens at t = 0 and t = a1 with

a1 = �
70231130425

1106352069339110178816
:

We factor H(x;�143
12
x+ 145

6
; t) over the �eld Q(t; s1) to �nd the x-coordinates of

the extra points coming from M . One of these points is�
62130826248192t � 38317675511808s1 + 50

687970713600t � 25
;

456618966515712s1 � 723766387212288t � 1200

687970713600t � 25

�
:

The function �eld of L0 is of the form Q(s2) with s
2
2 = b2(t � a2). We can

�nd a2 and b2 in the same way as in method 1. One �nds

a2 = �
249960974504715474000

41343677446717502317445711460889
b2 = 529048916042317609:
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A point coming from L is�
587754041321601442356s2 + 1089116676194965339097510

17340242037476894394s2 + 31012427430524653023065
;

11884790835164569853792400 � 7845954008433308190066s2

17340242037476894394s2 + 31012427430524653023065

�
:

There are eight Q-rational points in the �bre of L00;1 �C L
0 �C M

0!C above

the t for which H(x; y; t) passes through (34;�381). These points are

(s; s1; s2) =

�
�

5

191008
;�

27162847225

37922749067246174208
;�

5409791264585

282882848

�
:

The last coordinate is divisible by 29, and one easily checks that L00;1�CL
0�CM

0

mod 29 has genus 1. So a similar argument as was used in method 1 shows us

that the base curve has in�nitely many rational points.

Method 3. Let M1 be the line M from method 2. Let M2 be the line y+
179
12
x�

7395
16

. It passes through P3 and is tangent to F at (153
4
;�867

8
). The function �elds

of the M 0

i
are Q(t; si), s

2
i
= t(t� ai), with a1 de�ned as in method 2, and

a2 =
5078326175

35008372050893249589504
:

An extra point coming from M1 is given in method 2. In the same way we can

�nd an extra point coming from M2. This point is�
7864039455091092t � 4849955010231408s2 � 3825

87078012033600t � 100
;

144690324471903672s2 � 154117773036658578t + 21675

174156024067200t � 200

�
:

The only rational points we know on M 0
1 �C M 0

2 �C L00;1 are the 2-torsion

points above t =1. So we do not know whether this curve has in�nitely rational

points. But the Maple program Apecs was able to compute the sign of the

functional equation of the L-function of this curve, and it turned out to be �1.
This conjecturally means that the Mordell-Weil rank is odd. So that would imply

that there are in�nitely many rational points. I was not able to �nd a non-torsion

point on this curve.

In the examples we only listed the Q-rational sections. Other sections come

from lines through Pj , j = 0, 1 or 2, and tangent to H(x; y; ai). Not all these lines

are de�ned over Q . One needs the �eld of de�nition of 2-torsion and 1
2
P1,

1
2
P2
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and 1
2
(P1 + P2) on H(x; y; ai). It is a straightforward computation to determine

these lines and to �nd additional sections of the elliptic surface. The size of the

expressions that de�ne the additional sections is rather big, and we will not list

them here.


